Conceptual modeling is a critical activity for developing successful business information systems. The objective of this study is to evaluate the possibility of applying the constant comparison method from the grounded theory to conceptual modeling. To achieve the objective, we trained novice modelers and split them into two groups for evaluation. The experimental results show that applying the constant comparison method could increase acceptability from more experienced conceptual modelers. Moreover, while the control group was experienced difficulties when domain knowledge is unfamiliar, the experimental group could handle difficulties more effectively. In addition, applying the constant comparison method also decreased the time to complete analysis for conceptual modeling.
Introduction
In this paper, we examine the impact of applying conducting constant comparison principles to conceptual modeling. Traditionally, conceptual modeling has been regarded as a crucial step for information system design.
Conceptual modeling identifies what data is
important and what data should be maintained.
In addition, the activity helps establish a common ground on which users and developers can communicate to one another about desirable functions.
Information systems may include sets of concepts people use to organize knowledge about domains. Those concepts are manifested as entities or classes in information system development, and appear in information technologies such as databases and software applications. Therefore, searching for better ways to discover those elements can help improve performance of conceptual modeling [17] . Thus, properly identifying and stating a process of obtaining articulated concepts from the domain is critically important to the success of conceptual modeling for IS projects, and hence of equally vital concern to both clients and system designers. Answering to the questions may be complicated. It may be true if a conceptual modeler has lots of experiences in a specific domain, she may be comfortable to understand users' requirements, thus modeling them more successfully. But, for a modeler who is lack of experiences may be confused when she has to deal with unfamiliar domains. Sometimes, even an experienced modeler should observe a familiar domain carefully because knowledge is constantly changing.
Based on the research motivation, we try to answer to the question: "Does the constant comparison method can increase performance of conceptual modeling?" Originated from grounded theory research methodology, the constant comparison method aims to discover theories directly from empirical data usually reported by people situated in unfamiliar context by extracting concepts and relationships from the transcripts. By constantly, recursively comparing work-in-progress results, the researcher can narrow down the focus to more general and articulated concepts and the associations. The use of grounded theory methodology is a journey to understand facts and experiences that are difficult to be unveiled unless the researcher commits. Figuratively, grounded theory research is to develop abstract models based on data reported by people who have specific knowledge. In addition, its purpose is to enhance knowledge sharing between peer researchers and practitioners by presenting theories. The research methodology has great implications for IS researchers since conceptual modeling has similar features. In order to develop a conceptual model, we sometimes need to collect data reported by people, extract concepts, and draw diagrams to discuss with further implementation.
We believe that the constant comparison method from the grounded theory can provide useful insight for conceptual modelers in scrutinizing user requirement and articulating concepts. Inspecting things completely and comparing the current result to prior ones may be trivial; however, those activities are not mandatory for conceptual modeling. In order to test our propositions, we worked with novice data modelers who had not been exposed to any system development experiences including conceptual modeling. After training, we randomly split them into two separated groups, and exclusively introduced grounded theory methodology to one group. To capture dif-ferences, the laboratory experiment and interviews were conducted. As a result, we learned that applying constant comparison can increase modeling performance potentially. But the study also revealed pitfalls.
Background

Conceptual Modeling
Conceptual modeling refers to formally describing some aspects of the physical and social world around us for purpose of understanding and communication [16] . This activity targets to establish an unambiguous, consistent, and complete specification for developing information systems based on knowledge in the universe of discourse and strategic business requirements. Kung and Sølvberg [14] added that conceptual modeling can be viewed as the mutual activity of knowledge discovery between a modeler and a client since conceptual models are commonly used (1) to facilitate communications between people, (2) to support the analysts' understanding of the domain, (3) to serve as the basis for design and implementation of information systems, and (4) to record design rationales.
To understand domain knowledge, various kinds of modeling methods are used by information system designers [1] . Indeed, conceptual modeling can be helpful in reducing noises and errors since the designers become aware of necessary domain concepts, functions and processes. Even if standardized modeling techniques are not adopted, practitioners frequently use homemade modeling concepts or mix multiple modeling languages to achieve the goals of conceptual modeling [1] . We may say that conceptual modeling is quite common for system designers to obtain domain-specific knowledge.
It seems to be obvious that conceptual modeling is crucial for developing systems.
Some modeling standards, such as entityrelationship diagrams and class diagrams, are deceptively simple to learn; therefore, we can easily overlook how it difficult to map domain knowledge into grammatical representations.
Interestingly, some empirical studies have demonstrated that conceptual modeling is actually a challenge for some engineers since user requirements are insufficiently decoded.
It is worth to note that a hidden failure of initial stage in system development can be often fatal [4] . Conceptual modeling as one of incubating activities in the initial stage should be carefully managed.
Unfortunately, human perception can be different from person to person, and conceptual modeling involves a cognitive activity to perceive core concepts and necessary interactions for completing tasks. Indeed, it is quite common in conceptual modeling to produce different models even if almost the same sources of knowledge and modeling tools are presumed [20] . One side of conceptual modeling is to use a toolkit which contains ontologically verified grammars, and the other side is to use cognitive power to discover concepts, properties and interactions in order to fit those into the given modeling language [24] . The source of difficulties can be found in (1) human constraints on information processing, (2) the variety and complexity of information requirements, (3) communication issues between analysts and users, and (4) the unwillingness of users to provide requirements [7] .
Constant Comparison Method
Social scientists have conducted research with investigating symbolic meanings from data generated by social interactions. The scholars collect interview data to discover hidden and general categories for explaining social events. By doing so repeatedly, they expect that emerging theories would be established rooted in data thus fitting into true understanding about human being and institutions. Therefore, testing applicability of the method from qualitative social research may be helpful in finding a better pedagogical solution to the current problem.
Among various alternatives, constant comparative features of grounded theory methodology attract our attention. Grounded theory methodology and its procedures are now cited as the most influential and widely adopted modes of conducting qualitative research when developing emerging theories in the various field of medicine, sociology and organization science to name a few [23] . According to Glaser and Strauss [10] , the inventors of grounded theory methodology, comparing facts to know whether or not they are delivering similar or different meanings can help scholars generate useful properties of categories for generalizing theories.
Since the methodology aims to explain social interactions hidden in human activities, substantive theories as the result cannot be interchangeably interpreted as conceptual models for information systems. While a researcher develops theories using the methodology, she actually needs to be treated as a tool for interpreting things; in other words, previously learned ontological foundations on how to perceive the global structure of focal events strongly affect the way of imposing theoretical associations [6] . Therefore, the same data can produce different theoretical explanations due to the differences of perceptual readiness or theoretical sensitivity of researchers [22] .
The constant comparison method is a research strategy for developing grounded theories. It is rather simple, but has a quite well organized procedure as follows. First, a research reads through a give text source that is a developed from transcribing interview data.
Next, the researcher highlights a part of data, which is named an incident. At the same time, she tries to think about properties that describe the incident. Namely, the pair of coding and analyzing an incident is a basic unit of constant comparison. For example, let us assume we have statements, "I had an accident in 1989 -fell backwards in the stairs. Well, over twenty years, my pain never stops. When it was cold, that was, that was killing me and my wife."
The first code name may be chronic pain. By highlighting the first and the second sentence in the example, we can learn he has suffered from an injury. The second code may be traumatic damage. From the last sentence, we infer that his wife also needs a care because she has to endure watching his pain. The reason we choose words, chronic and traumatic, to describe incidents is that those are indicating adequate properties for capturing meanings.
According to Glaser and Strauss [10] , "The purpose of the constant comparative method of joint coding and analysis is to generate theory more systematically" [10, p. 102 ]. In detail, they suggest guidelines for conducting the constant comparative method. First, a researcher starts by developing codes with writing memos about them. By comparing them to existing categories of codes developed so far, she can discover emerging codes and note differences. Secondly, as the coding continues, the existing units of joint coding and analysis can be changed since the researcher learns more about the relating incidents. In this case, properties need to be compared more deeply so that the researcher can understand relations between categories consisting of codes. Next, the researcher can develop an emerging theory by delimiting overlapping results. The reduction of categories and relations aims to formulating more general explanation rather than just eliminating duplication. Finally, the researcher produces a substantive theory that fits into the given information source. Based on the result, she targets the next information source to analyze.
If the previous substantive theories exist, the current theory needs to be compared with them.
Open coding, axial coding and selective coding can used to ensure the constant comparative method in sociological domains [21] . Open coding is to inquire the meaning of each incident.
In axial coding, the result of open coding is merged and mapped into a predefined perceptual model, for example the paradigm model [21] . A substantive theory obtained from the axial coding can be enhanced by conducting selective coding. In sum, the constant comparative method used by grounded theorists has a systematic approach from discovering concept names, properties and relations to developing theoretical models. Conceptually, borrowing the idea for developing conceptual models seems to be reasonable and harmless.
Notwithstanding, following the constant comparison method of grounded theory methodology can be overwhelming. Pidgeon et al. [18] tested applicability of grounded theory methodology to requirement engineering. They learned the idea could be appealing since transcribed interview data could be decoded effectively. However, using grounded theory methodology produced too many things to be handled. First of all, system designers had to learn the research methodology that was originally designed for social scientists. It may an unintended direction to train the designers to be researchers. Secondly, too many unnecessary codes were produced. If we have a fixed ontological representation to the world, Although applying grounded theory methodology to conceptual modeling seems to be a good idea, it is unsure whether or not the result is actually positive. Moreover, we know little about how to train novice data modelers when a method of constant comparison is required.
If grounded theory methodology is helpful in overcoming difficulties from the lack of experiences, we can develop further pedagogical materials based on the result to increase readiness for a system designer.
Research Model
Hypothesis
Training conceptual modeling skills need to involve a method of how to understand domain knowledge. If we fail to educate candidates for system designers about how to handle domain knowledge during conceptual modeling, they cannot help but to learn by doing.
Previous studies on differences between experienced modelers and novice ones clearly show that we should find a way to get ready for cognitive problems in conceptual modeling.
Experienced modelers have better capabilities
in terms of understanding domain-specific knowledge, structuring problems and dealing with cognitive difficulties [19] . Novice modelers are apt to avoid doing in-depth examination thus resulting in insufficient distinction among concepts [5] . Schenk et al. [19] reveal that novice modelers gain fewer domain-specific concepts than experienced ones and overemphasize general issues instead of functional requirements and focused information issues.
Moreover, the experienced modelers took a different approach in the empirical study. While the novices adopted a top-down approach to understand complex events, the experienced modelers focused on a more bottom-up approach to problem solving. Schenk et al. [19] add that lacking proper knowledge organization lead to limited and stereotypical understanding on information sources. More experienced modelers try to cope with unfamiliar domain knowledge before drawing diagrams Usually, greater familiarity reduces uncertainly about how another person will behave in the future [11] . Although it is uncertain whether or not the effect of familiarity on conceptual modeling is positive, we intuitively know that more familiar subjects are easier to learn and summarize.
Since the constant comparison method can provides a systematic way of understanding written requirement statements, we can expect that even a novice modeler can perform better conceptual modeling tasks. Especially we posit that unfamiliar domain knowledge can be understood effectively; therefore, a conceptual model produced by the novice modeler can be acceptable by peer expert modelers. Based on the argument, the following hypothesis is established :
Hypothesis : If a novice modeler is trained to use the constant comparison method, s/he can produce better conceptual models that can be acceptable by peer experts in case on that even an unfamiliar task is given.
Preparation
We recruited twenty participants from an undergraduate business school who had no experience in conceptual modeling. In class, they were taught basic concepts of management information systems including database theories and the applications. The subjects were suitable for our research since they only learned basic concepts and never had conducted conceptual modeling.
Since the participants had no prior experience in conceptual modeling, one of authors taught them how to create entity-relationship models. We strictly followed the textbook written by Elmasri and Navathe [8] . Basic The test was conducted by using several quizzes including items on basic notations about entity-relationship modeling and relational database. In addition, the participants were asked to solve a simple exercise appeared in [8] . We discovered no differences between the groups.
The sample size is not sufficient to draw a rigorous conclusion in terms of statistical inference. However, we could more deeply 
Task
Two different tasks were developed for our test. In order to overcome a language barrier, all the materials were written by the domestic language for the participants of our experiment. The outline of tasks was extracted from the textbook written by Elmasri and Navathe [8, pp. 99-100] .
In detail, the first task was about a movie domain. It was described in a similar way of short examples that were taught in class. For example, attributes were followed by the "has" clause. Identifiers and relationships could be easily identified because of patterns of repeating clauses. Background information was described in a separated paragraph. The second task was about ordering automobile parts. It was rather unfamiliar to the most of subjects in our test. In order to achieving correspondence between the task and our assumption on unfamiliarity, we directly asked participants about the main topic of the given task and the extent of familiarity. We found that all the subjects felt that the first task was much familiar than the second one.
Procedure
To become a conceptual modeler, it does not require learning a qualitative research methodology, including grounded theory. We 
Manipulation
The control group only knew entity-relationship modeling technique, whereas the experimental group was additionally taught about the grounded theory methodology.
Before the experiment, we asked the partici- 
Result
Effect of the Constant
Comparison Method
We calculated inter-rater reliability between any two evaluators. Traditionally, Cohen's Kappa or Scott's Pi has been used to evaluate reliability of human judgment. According to Gwet [13] , those ratios can be a problem when the extent of agreement between evaluators is too high. To avoid obtaining biased reliability, we adopted the AC 1 reliability measure [12, 13] . Overall, the average of AC1 shows positive signs. For the control groups, the value was 0.62, and the experimental group had the value of 0.67. We learned that one evaluator considered that the subjects were novices so that he had more generous attitude comparing to the others. Since the values were well over 0.6, we concluded that the evaluations were acceptable [2] .
The result of evaluation can be summarized by a ratio between zero and one. We term the One evaluator felt that a subject too strictly followed natural language forms consisting norms and verbs. He indicated that a requirement statement could be unorganized and sometimes contained unnecessary infor- That might result in less time to complete although the given task was unfamiliar.
Grounded theories who are originally using constant comparison methods have discussed patterns between categories will emerge as more informants provide empirical data. We learned that the same effect could be found in conceptual modeling with constant comparison. Overall, we concluded that the hypothesis was supported from the result.
Experiences
<Table 1> shows the summary of modeling activities. In average, the subjects in the control group produced more entities, attributes and relationships than the experimental group, and, in turn, they modified names or deleted objects more frequently.
In detail, from <Figure 4> to <Figure 7>, individual records are shown. As we can see, the experimental group more conservatively drew diagrams. Especially, the code name experiment_1 and the experiment_3 were abstained from creating and deleting objects.
In the case of high familiarity, the control_1 and the control_5 were similar to those in the experimental group in terms of activity patterns. However, they did differently when the low familiarity task was given.
Those variations we captured from the They commonly said that efforts to produce written descriptions should decrease if the method would be more valuable.
Discussion
According to Wand and Weber [25] , conceptual modeling method should be studied further for the purpose of improving modeling quality. In line with the argument, we agree that a conceptual modeling method needs to supply a useful procedure on mapping domain knowledge into an output conceptual model.
In this study, we focus on how to support novice designers who are lack of experiences in analyzing domain knowledge. In detail, we tried to understand the effects of applying the constant comparative method from grounded theory methodology. The exploratory experiment and interviews revealed that constant comparison can be useful, but we also learned there may be pitfalls.
Modeling is to abstract complex things into simple and easy-to-understand concepts and their interactions. Hence, understanding thoroughly the focal events in workplaces may be crucial for the modeler to discover core concepts for describing important facts.
Although conceptual modeling may reduce available details, it is actually a process of constructing more general concepts applicable to various occasions. Definitely, comparing what have been analyzed to new things will increase probability to discover general concepts with fewer redundancies. Figuratively, that is a valuable work for organizing one's thought and connecting memories. 
Conclusion
Our work contributes to the research community in several ways. First, it focuses on how to support novice system designers when they need to accumulate domain knowledge. In fact, conceptual modeling has been regarded as an artful work rather than a cognitive process of understanding ethnographic differences. Requirements from business fields may be accumulated and situated results of social interactions and even visions. Our study extends the finding by actually testing the focal principle of grounded theory in the context of entity-relationship modeling.
In addition, Pidgeon et al. [18] 's work was related to general field experiences, whereas we tried to understand applicability in a purposeful micro view.
The study also has several practical implications. Conceptual modeling has been perceived as one of the most crucial steps for successful system development; however, the usefulness of the activity is limited to those who are able to understand both a system and the application domain. It is noted that a system designer should be ready for communication with business practitioners who may be lack of knowledge on actual im- 
